1959 chrysler 300

The Chrysler "letter series" are high-performance personal luxury cars that were built by
Chrysler in the U. Successive model years were given the next letter of the alphabet as a suffix
skipping "i" , reaching the L by , after which the model sequence was discontinued. The "letter
series" cars were among the vehicles built by domestic U. The automaker began using the
designations again for performance-luxury sedans in , using the M nameplate from to , and
expanding the series with a new V8-powered C, the top model of a new Chrysler line, a new
rear-wheel drive car launched in for the model year. This first of the letter series cars did not
bear a letter, but can retroactively be considered the 'A'. The 'C-' designation was applied to all
Chrysler models; however for marketing purposes the numerical series skipped more than
numbers forward in sequence in order to further reinforce the 's bhp rating. The car's "Forward
Look" styling can be attributed as much to the Chrysler parts bin as designer Virgil Exner. The
front clip, including the grille, was taken from the Imperial of the same year, but the rest of the
car did not look like an Imperial. The midsection was from a New Yorker hardtop , with a
Windsor rear quarter. Exner also included base-model Chrysler bumpers and removed many
exterior elements such as back-up lights, hood ornament, side trim, and exterior mirrors. An
electric clock and two-speed windshield wipers were standard. Power windows and power seat
were available but air conditioning was not available in Measured at A companion of this
generation was introduced as the DeSoto Adventurer that was less luxurious, while still sharing
much of the mechanicals, giving DeSoto a performance enhanced model. A total of 1, were sold.
Front leg room was The model year C was restyled, featuring a "yawning" wide front grille and
larger tailfins. A convertible model was available for the first time. The car featured red, white,
and blue 'C' medallions on the sides, hood, trunk, and interior. A total of 1, coupes and
convertibles were built. The model year was to be the last use of the FirePower Hemi in the A D
was driven to A total of hardtops and convertibles were produced, in part due to a recession.
Total sales included coupes and convertibles. Power swivel seats were standard. The
carburetors and air cleaners hung off the sides of the engine over the fender wells. These long
tubes were tuned so that resonances in the column of air helped force air into the cylinders at
those engine speeds. Also new were four individual, leather bucket seats with a full-length
console from dash to rear seatback. Swivelling front seats were fitted as standard equipment.
Only 15 "short ram" cars were produced; these were also fitted with the exotic but often
troublesome French Pont-a-Mousson 4-speed manual transmissions developed for the
Chrysler-powered Facel Vega. Approximately 4 of these "Special GTs" are known to exist,
including one convertible and one with air conditioning; it is believed that 15 were originally
produced. The bodywork was also redone for , using Chrysler's new lightweight unibody
construction and given sharper-edged styling with outward-tilting fins that were visually
separated from sides. The "toilet seat" trunk lid contributed to a demeaning opinion of the F and
was done away with after this one year of production. Sales increased to coupes and
convertibles. The G saw another restyle. The grille, formerly wider at the bottom than the top,
was inverted; the quad headlights, formerly side-by-side, were arranged in angled fashion,
inward at the bottom, [5] in a manner reminiscent of Lincolns , Buicks and the Rolls-Royce
Silver Cloud Mulliner Park Ward coupe. Small parking lamps below the headlights were likewise
slanted and V-shaped, and the front bumper was canted up at each end, scoop-like. At the rear,
the taillights were moved from the fins to the tail below them, and the fins were made
sharper-pointed. Power windows were standard. Mechanically, the cross-ram "short ram" and
"long ram" engines remained the same, although the expensive French manual transmission
was dropped, and replaced by a more reliable and still expensive Chrysler racing manual
transmission referred to as 'option code '. There are currently only five cars with this
transmission. Code cars may have been built for the Daytona Flying Mile, although like the F
Specials, no specific records were kept by Chrysler. Unlike the F Specials which were randomly
pulled from the line and upgraded for the Flying Mile , the Gs had a specific build code From s H
, the fins were gone, as was the letter series' unique place in the Chrysler lineup; there was now
a whole Chrysler Sport Series which included a four-door hardtop along with a two-door
hardtop and convertible , along with the H. Externally there was little difference between the H
and the Sport Series except for a "H" badge on the driver's side of the trunk , and many of the
H's features could be ordered as options on the other models. Under the hood of the H the
cross ram engine became an option, and there was a return to the inline dual 4-barrel carburetor
setup of the E as the base powerplant. Further restyling for the J the letter "I" was skipped
because people would confuse it for the numeral "1". Shared with the Newport and New Yorker
series, this body design was the last one styled during Virgil Exner's term as Chrysler's styling
chief. The letter-series convertible was dropped, leaving the hardtop. A redesigned and more
sumptuous interior featured an oddly squared steering wheel. Sales were especially poor, with
only cars produced. As for the non-letter , the convertible was the official pace car for the

Indianapolis Mile Race. Power steering was standard. The convertible returned for the K , but
the "cross-ram" engine became an extra-cost option available on the K only. Leather upholstery
was no longer standard either. All this reduced the baseline price by over a thousand dollars,
and sales responded with the largest total ever; 3, coupes and convertibles. A center console
was standard. The L was the eleventh and final model in the traditional letter series. Like every
other Chrysler, it featured a completely restyled body with the crisp lines, slab sides and a tall
greenhouse that were introduced by Elwood Engel , successor of Virgil Exner as Chrysler's
head of styling. It was a linear look and the panoramic windshield that had been used since was
abandoned. The car had grown two inches in wheelbase and three inches in overall length. Both
2-door hardtop with crease lines in the roof sheetmetal for the then-popular "convertible look"
and 2-door convertible body styles were available. The buyer could choose between the
standard 3-speed TorqueFlite automatic and the no-cost option 4-speed manual with Hurst shift
linkage. Every feature on the L could be ordered as an option on the regular ; thus, the only
difference was the L-exclusive ornamentation. This consisted of round "L" medallions at the
center of the die-cast grille star and in the middle of the textured aluminum applique between
the taillights, a red-paint-filled full-length beltline molding, and a rectangular die-cast "" badge
on rear fenders. Intending to return the letter series to its roots, Chrysler proposed the M as a
clay mockup in October The exterior was similar to the L, except the M had spinner-type knock
off wheel covers with a "M" medallion in the center, as well as another "M" medallion on the
trunk lid. The front running lights were moved to the center grille bar and the front turn signals
were widened. The M also had paint stripes along the lower body line instead of the chrome
molding found on the non-letter series s, "M" medallions on the sides, script "Three Hundred"
badges and unique tail lights and bezels. Three-spoke headlight ornaments were planned, but
dropped due to legal issues in some states. The interior was identical to the non-letter series
except for the "M" medallions. This first M proposal was cancelled in November "to reduce
scheduling and plant complexity". The Hemi cars would also feature a dual-faced "7-Liter Hemi"
medallion. This proposal was also cancelled as the letter series s had lost their prestige and
exclusivity as they were simply non-letter series s with letter badges. The Hurst lacks the
single-letter suffix of its forebears and appeared five years after the last Letter Series Chrysler,
the L. Many automobile historians do not include the Hurst as a Letter Series model. The
concept of the car, however, does fit with the Letter Series cars, as it was a high-performance
variant of the luxury , built with the input of aftermarket parts manufacturer Hurst Performance.
Only units are believed to have been built. The Hurst s were all 2-door and shared a white and
gold paint scheme similar to the Oldsmobile and Pontiac Hurst models of the day. The scooped
hood and trunk lid with a molded spoiler are both fiberglass. All Hurst s had satin tan leather
interiors that were straight out of the Imperial and could be had with column- or
console-mounted automatics. All original letter series cars are considered collectible as of
[update] , but the early years are much more desirable. The C through G convertibles are the
most desirable price-wise due to their scarcity and low survival rates; the coming of the regular
series cars in makes the subsequent letter series seem less special and less desirable to
collectors. There was one concept vehicle called the Chrysler , created in It featured a sports
car body and a Viper engine. It was never produced. The letter series name was resurrected in
on the Chrysler M ; but it is the C that is closest to the original with its rear-wheel drive, and V8
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currently not open to the public. Please contact us to make an appointment if you are interested
in buying, selling, or consigning a vehicle. Wrapping a historic Golden Lion drivetrain in a
tailored interior and 18 feet of stylish sheetmetal, this incredible Chrysler, believed to be 1 of
only E coupes left in existence, HAS to be one of the coolest classics on the planet! In fact,
featuring an optimal mix of lethal performance and opulent luxury, the Chrysler 'letter cars' have
been long regarded as some of the most revered metal Detroit has ever produced. If you're a
discerning collector who's itching for a classic, big-fin MoPar that'll be the star of every show it
attends, here's your ticket to greatness! Lovingly dubbed 'bankers' hot rods', the storied series

confidently owned the intersection of luxury and high performance. The line's futuristic design
helped mark the debut of Jet Age Detroit styling trends that would continue for several years.
And, although Chrysler's aerodynamic ingenuity came in handy at Daytona Beach, where a fire
breathing, horsepower Hemi propelled the nearly identical C to a record MPH, it was the firm's
style quotient that sent the market in to a frenzy. Before settling in to a life of charging down
multi-lane LA freeways, this decorous E was delivered to its first owner via Harger-Haldeman
Chrysler in November of More recently, the car benefitted from a body-off, rotisserie restoration
that was completed in late During that reboot, rust-free sheetmetal was sandblasted clean,
sprayed in multiple coats of primer and dressed in wet-looking Formal Black 2-stage. That
wet-sanded pigment perfectly complements triple-plated chrome, professionally refinished
stainless, correct Solex glass and vivid red-bar grilles. And today, roughly miles out of the
shop, the car rolls as one exceptionally striking and decidedly handsome classic! For , the
swapped its heavy and expensive Hemi for a new, cubic inch 'wedge' that was marketed as the
Golden Lion V8. No slouch in the performance department, that fresh mill twisted horsepower
into lb. Induction is handled by snazzy gold air cleaners, which are piped directly in to two
Carter AFB 4-barrels. Fire is provided by a high performance points distributor, which
sequences spark between a tagged Autolite generator and eight MoPar M. Spent gases exit
through restored, low-restriction exhaust manifolds. Cooling comes courtesy of a beefy radiator
that's cinched to pliable hoses via old school squeeze clamps. And details like Autolite horns a
tagged MoPar battery and a cool Jiffy Jet washer bag provide tons of exciting eyeball appeal.
Not only was the E known for its big power, it was universally admired for its excellent handling.
That on-track prowess was a direct result of the car's lower engine placement and precise
spring location. The low-slung powerplant communicates through a correct A TorqueFlite,
which is hooked to an 8. At the corners of that suspension, correct Center-Plane drums ensure
solid, fade-free stops. In the middle of the car's spotless, Formal Black floors, a traditional dual
exhaust system employs throaty Dynomax mufflers. And all that road-worthy hardware rolls on
painted steel wheels, which twist 9. Take a look inside this coupe and you'll find an elegant
Black and Tan interior that sports enough room to haul the whole family in comfort! High quality
Gary Goers seating features correct swivel, a fold down armrest and 6-way power adjustment
for the car's driver. In front of those leather thrones, a color-keyed dash hangs a new pad over
pushbutton transmission controls and a signal-seeking radio that bridges the gap between a
power antenna and two rear speakers. At the sides of that dash, original door panels frame
factory power windows. Beneath those panels, rich carpet balances thick floor mats over
modern Dynamat insulation. Opposite that rug, chrome roof bows span a new headliner. In front
of the driver, a 2-tone steering wheel laps a chrome horn ring. And behind the passengers, a
factory defogger fronts a fully restored trunk. Looking back, the represents a huge milestone in
the development of the Chrysler Corporation as a powerhouse manufacturer. After tearing up
the beaches in Daytona and shattering speed records at the firm's own Chelsea Proving
Grounds, it single-handedly spawned the world-class performance image Chrysler's
eponymous brand enjoyed well in to the '70s. If you're a discerning gearhead who likes
top-notch classics that draw crowds wherever they go, this all-American cruiser will be a
significant addition to your collection! This vehicle has been sold. Fill out the form below to be
contacted by RK Motors when a similar vehicle is available! All prices and offers are before
state, city and county tax, tag, title and license fees. Dealer not responsible for errors and
omissions; all offers subject to change without notice, please confirm listings with dealer. RK
Motors, in my opinion, is the best place to find and buy your high quality dream car or next toy.
Their inventory is full of high quality automobiles painstakingly preserved or restored the
correct way at very fair prices. I throughly enjoy my automobiles purchased for RK Motors and
my friendship with them. I would highly recommend them to anyone as i have to all of my friend,
ac
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quaintances and folks who have asked me for recommendations and advice. As one of the
largest classic car dealerships in the world, we are always looking for new inventory. If you are
interested in trading your high quality car for one of ours, simply fill out this form. A member of
our sales department will be in touch within 24 hours. No one makes the trade-in process easier
than RK Motors. Drivetrain Engine Type:. Play Video. Call: Email Us. Mitchell W. Contact Details
Name. Last name. Outlying Islands U. Yes No. Model Select Model. Thank you for your interest!
We'll get back to you soon! Make An Offer Chrysler E. Subscribe to the RKM newsletter. Trade
in for this Chrysler E As one of the largest classic car dealerships in the world, we are always

looking for new inventory. First name. Upload Photos Here. Finance this Chrysler E Please enter
the information below to begin the financing process. Interest rate. Purchase price. Down
payment. Monthly payment. Recent News. Speed Digital.

